
Data Scientists & 
AI Developers

High-performance 
Inference & Vision

Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit
Native Code Developers

A core set of high-performance tools for building C++, Data Parallel C++, 
oneAPI library-based, & Python applications

High-Performance 
HPC Applications 

Advanced Ray Tracing 
& Rendering

End-to-end Machine 
Learning & Deep Learning

Specialized Workloads

AI ANALYTICS

Intel® oneAPI Toolkits are built on Intel's rich heritage of developer tools to 
accelerate compute on Intel multi-architectures.

• Deliver High-Performance Compute and Cryptography—The compilers and
 libraries in the Intel® oneAPI Base and HPC Toolkits automatically take advantage
 of Intel® AVX-512 and Intel® Deep Learning Boost technology to deliver high-
performance applications.  

• Accelerate AI—With the Intel® oneAPI AI Analytics Toolkit and Intel® Distribution
 of OpenVINO™ toolkit working together with Intel-optimized open source
 frameworks, boost AI performance for training and deep learning inference across
 Intel® architectures from edge to cloud.

Decades of code and deployment support
Intel is committed to software investments across a spectrum of areas—from libraries to 
AI frameworks, compilers, parallel programming, open source and more. These initiatives 
yield tools that help the ecosystem and developers ensure applications take advantage of 
hardware capabilities for easy deployments to new platforms.

3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors speed 
business insights and scientific discoveries

Higher RELION, NAMD, and Monte Carlo performance vs prior gen.
For workloads and configurations visit www.Intel.com/PerformanceIndex. Results may vary.

Monte CarloRELION NAMD

Scalable, flexible, customizable
With the flexibility, capability, and interoperability to power diverse workload demands, 
3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors provide an effective and efficient platform 
performance for outstanding utility, predictability, and peace of mind. 

Next-gen performance from Intel's 
next-gen platform

 

PCIe Gen 4

Faster I/O for real-time insights

compared to 48 lanes of PCIe 3.0 
in the prior gen

64
lanes PCIe 

Gen 4 per socket

Increased I/O capacity

1.61x4

Up to

1.57x5

Up to

1.7x6

Up to

Advanced security technologies
3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors for HPC deliver a revolutionary step 
forward for privacy and security.

Intel® Speed Select 
Technology (Intel® SST)

Now with four modes, allows you to tailor the 
configuration of cores and frequencies to best match 
workload requirements—without requiring a reboot.

Intel® Optane™ Persistent 
Memory 200 Series

Offers capacities up to 512GB per 
module using Intel® Optane™ Persistent 

Memory 200 Series and up to 6TB 
total system memory. 

Intel® Optane™ SSDs
The world's fastest data center SSD7, 

the Intel® Optane™ SSD P5800X delivers 
exceptional HPC performance with predictable 

low latencies, unprecedented endurance 
and PCIe Gen 4 support—a powerful 

solution for hot-tier caching and accelerating 
all types of storage solutions.

3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors, along with connectivity, storage, memory, FPGA 
solutions and cross-architecture software tools delivered by Intel, can enable HPC users to 
move more, store more and process everything.

An added layer of protection 
• Help protect data and application code in real time, from the edge to the 

data center and multi-tenant public cloud. Intel® Software Guard Extensions 
(Intel® SGX) enable enhanced collaboration using shared data—without 
compromising privacy. Intel® SGX is the most tested, researched, and 
deployed Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) in the data center with the 
smallest attack surface within the system.

• Boost the performance of encryption-intensive workloads, including SSL 
web serving, 5G infrastructure, and VPN/firewalls with Intel® Crypto 
Acceleration, which enables mitigation of the performance impact of 
pervasive encryption. 

• Enhance resistance to physical attacks on data with full memory encryption 
support from Intel® Total Memory Encryption.

A trusted foundation
• Help protect, detect, correct, providing NIST SP800-193 firmware 

resiliency, with Intel® Platform Firmware Resilience (Intel® PFR) using an 
Intel® FPGA. Platform firmware can be validated before execution, while 
runtime monitoring and filtering help protect against manipulation. In case 
of a compromise, Intel PFR provides automated recovery in minutes.

Performance varies by use, configuration and other factors. Learn more at www.Intel.com/PerformanceIndex.    
Performance results are based on testing as of dates shown in configurations and may not reflect all publicly available 
updates. See backup for configuration details. No product or component can be absolutely secure. 
Your costs and results may vary. 
Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software or service activation.

1 Up to 1.46x higher geomean General performance with Platinum 8380 vs prior gen. See [125] at www.intel.com/
3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.

2 Up to 1.56x higher AI Inference performance with 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor supporting 
Intel® DL Boost vs prior gen. See [121] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.

3 Up to 1.60x higher geomean Life and Material Science performance on Platinum 8380 vs prior gen. See [108] at 
www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.

4 Up to 1.61x higher RELION performance on Platinum 8380 vs prior gen. See [108] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. 
Results may vary.

5 Up to 1.57x higher NAMD performance on Platinum 8380 vs prior gen. See [108] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. 
Results may vary.

6 Up to 1.7x higher Monte Carlo performance on Platinum 8380 vs prior gen. See [108] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. 
Results may vary.

7 As compared to generally available PCIe Gen4 x4 Enterprise and Data Center industry SSDs. Results may vary.

© Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. Other 
names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 

Find out more about 3rd Gen Intel Xeon 
Scalable processors for HPC at intel.com/hpc

Ω

Intel® Select Solutions for HPC
Trusted and verified Intel® Select Solutions for HPC offer an easy and 
quick-to-deploy infrastructure optimized to help accelerate time to 
breakthrough, actionable insights, and new product designs.

Streamlined deployment, faster time to value

More cores, increased performance

40 1.46x
higher geomean General 

performance vs prior gen1

Up to

cores per CPU

For workloads and configurations visit www.Intel.com/PerformanceIndex. Results may vary.

Built-in AI and HPC acceleration

1.56x 1.60x
higher geomean

Life and Material Science
performance vs prior gen3

higher AI Inference performance 
with Intel® Deep Learning 

Boost vs prior gen2

For workloads and configurations visit www.Intel.com/PerformanceIndex. Results may vary.

More bandwidth for memory-intensive workloads

 

8
DDR4 memory 

channels

 

1.60x
memory bandwidth

in a two-socket configuration (8 channels, 
256GB DDR4) vs. the prior gen 

(6 channels, 128GB DDR4)
vs. 2933 MT/s in the prior genvs. 6 in the prior gen

3200
megatransfers

per second

      Up to       Up to

3rd Gen Intel®

Xeon® Scalable  
Processors for HPC

Democratization
of HPC

Widely Diverse
Applications

Rapid AI
Convergence

A powerful, future-ready, two-socket processor with built-in AI and HPC acceleration and 
advanced security capabilities, designed through decades of innovation for the most 

demanding workload requirements, anywhere and anytime, on-premise and in the cloud.

Flexible performance
for real-world applications

Discover
what you

can achieve
with HPC

Creating new 
opportunities for 
business insights 

and scientific
discoveries

Intel’s
Newest

processor architecture
10nm process

technology 

Up to

Up to Up to




